§ 51.1015 Serious damage.

Serious damage means any defect which seriously affects the appearance, or the edible or shipping quality of the fruit. Any one of the following defects, or any combination of defects the seriousness of which exceeds the maximum allowed for any one defect, shall be considered as serious damage:

(a) Dryness or mushy condition which extends into all segments more than one-fourth of an inch at the stem end, or more than the equivalent of this amount, by volume, when occurring in other portions of the fruit;

(b) Sprayburn which changes the color to such an extent that the appearance of the fruit is seriously injured or which causes scarring that in the aggregate exceeds the area of a circle one-half inch in diameter;

(c) Exanthema (ammoniation) which occurs as small spots over more than 25 percent of the fruit surface, or as solid scarring (not cracked) or depressions which aggregate more than 10 percent of the fruit surface;

(j) Yellow color when plainly visible and caused by the ripening process;

(k) Discoloration caused by rust mite, melanosor or other means, when fairly smooth and more than 10 percent of the fruit surface is affected, or when slightly rough and in the aggregate exceeds the area of a circle one-half inch in diameter; and,

(l) Buckskin when more unsightly than the maximum discoloration allowed, or the fruit texture is materially affected.

§ 51.1011 Good green color.

Good green color means that the skin of the lime is of a good green color characteristic of the Persian variety.

§ 51.1012 Fairly firm.

Fairly firm means that the fruit is not soft or excessively flabby.

§ 51.1013 Badly deformed.

Badly deformed means that the fruit is seriously misshapen from any cause.

§ 51.1014 Excessively rough texture.

Excessively rough texture means that the skin is badly ridged or very decidedly lumpy.
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